
I am charged with denouncing the « Outrageous » Courts 
of our « Despotic » Republic1.

Well… I am up for it!

Yes, « I am up for it – End of story! » After Emanuel 
SIÈYÈS – this huge jurist – pronouncing « The 
Death – Bluntly! » of the conspirator Louis Capet, on 
January 17th 1793.

They should applaud us…
 It is a problem. Yes, but how so?
 ONLY WE, AT LAST! – as True Realists from the Brand New People (B.N.P.) – DARE TO 

CALL A SPADE A SPADE; besides in the nick of time, and thus warranting anything but the 
Public Salvation.
 Alas! « Whoever wants to be sober among the furious ones subjects to their rage! » 

(Jean-Jacques).

 All the more! Yes: Down with the doctored « Legally constituted » State! And Down with the 
farce of the «Independent» Law!

All things considered, it is well and truly by violence that I am present inside this self-
declared Floor, which I look upon as a loony bin where the raving lunatics are not those we 
think about; and as a mean islet within the Hexagone’s gaol.

As a result, there can be nowise any sentence passed on me. On the other hand, my 
commanding DUTY2 is to try the People’s enemy Institution, quite Illegitimate, with which I 
am dealing. At all costs!

 To shout from the rooftops that there is a lawful Trickery is not wholly the liking of the 
commanding wicked Caste! For sure, it prodigiously scares the hell out of some of them! 
Just imagine: the masses champ at the bit, since ages under the White Terror3; pining for 
our Gospel advocating the Suitable Community, and eager for singing it, while reviving the 
« Ça-Ira » round dance!

Others swagger along and say: we have got Dough, Cudgels, Squealers’ Associations 
and Ethnico-Poisonous as much as we like; this proved itself! Proudhon and Comte outfit 
quite so our valuable audience warm-uppers; Bugeaud bequeathed to us his brilliant « Street 
War »; next Cavaignac and Thiers knew how matching the State of Siege and the Masochistic 
Suffrage. Come what may!

Thereupon, our neo-Neros would have to go and yell their refrain of mischievous morons: 
Secularism (!), Our Values (!), Democracy (!), Civilization (!). It’s the following recipe: « the 
thief shouting: STOP THIEF »!

Is it an unequal contest? There is a first time for everything, WAIT & SEE…

1 « Proclamation » Nov. 29th 2016.
2 Whence « KANT » (Proclamation).
3 1835. Platform WRC-BNP.

I AM UP FOR IT, END OF STORY !
MY Judgment



... And they dig their own grave!
 We are aware how the “Law Parlements” stood in the way of the French Revolution; so that 
the Constituent Assembly had to get rid of them, as soon as March 24th 1790. Would it be that 
the present Law Faculty but churns out an obscurantist poison?…:

 Alexandre de Lameth4, count and baron of the Empire: « As long as the Parlements will be 
kept, Liberty Friends will not live without FEAR, and its Enemies without HOPES » (Nov. 3rd 1789).

 J.G. Thouret5 : « The judicial Guild spirit is the ENEMY of the civic regeneration » 
(March 24th 1790).

 How went, formerly, the Fall of the Roman Empire (117-312 = 195 years)? Answer: By 
dint of that, to the patient sermons from the Christians, the moronic Caesars responded with 
twice as much persecutions! At last, the word of the Christians showed too real, and the action 
of the Caesars too unfair; so Rome fell and died out, giving way to Constantinople…

How the West Fall is unfolding nowadays? It’s high time for you to look at it closely!…

 All of you: POLICEMEN, PROSECUTORS, JUDGES, BARRISTERS, will you not ON 
EARTH fell ashamed of seeing come and go, in front of you, from morning still night and 
all year round, the whole army of the social System’s casualties, bowing their own 
head, blackened; and on top of that, facing them like prebendal petty lords, scornful and 
sadistic; before imprisoning them? For certain this scandal, sooner or later, will be doomed 
to execration. Anyway, a proud people will put an end to it, and harshly.

Fear that your children disown you!

4 1760-1829.
5 1746-1794; dantonist. Beheaded on April 24th.

« Do not give what is sacred to the dogs, and do not throw your gems before the nose of 
the pigs, for fear that they trample them and that, turning against you, they rip you ».

(Matthieu, 7 : 6).

« Do not waver over struggling the Satan fiends: you should know that his ruses are 
altogether daft! ».

(Muhammad, IV-76 :         ).

Freddy Malot, 4, rue Prof. Zimmermann, 69007 Lyon   , 3th July 2017
Anywhere suits me, instead of West-Babel! I seek asylum in North-Korea and at the Caliphate…

ADDRESSES: All mandarins, decision-makers, bigwigs, and other brazen bonkers.

Your days are numbered!

« The short Corsican (NAPOLÉON) said: Wouldn’t I have been 
Napoléon, I would have wanted to be Marat ».

« MARX and me did nothing but the same as 
the People’s-Friend (Marat) did ». Engels.

« Let the Lawyers quibble! » MARAT – 1778: 
Framework of a Criminal Justice System.




